All AE Colleagues, Your Attention Please….
As you are aware, DG AIR through the letter dated 08.08.2017 has directed
our Association to provide the list of our members for grant of Grade Pay of
Rs.5400/- in PB-2 on Non-Functional basis after 4 years regular service in the
Grade Pay of Rs.4800/- in PB-2 . We are bound to submit the list, since the
direction from DG AIR was as per the Order from the Honbl CAT in the OA
3541/2016, filed by ARTEE. If we are not submitting the list, DG AIR might have
quote this matter in the hearing of contempt petition, even though we wanted
that all AEs should get this benefit.
Meanwhile. Sh. Anilkumar S, GS AADEE has filed a complaint that 984
Members of their new and never Recognized Association are shown in our
Voter List for ARTEE Election 2017-19. We conveyed that as on 31.03.17 whose
subscription, (which is the last RSA Subscription deduction) deducted in ARTEE
for the year 2016-17 are our Members if they have not submitted their
resignation letter to ARTEE. The list submitted by GS AADEE included 127 AEs,
which Sh. Anilkumar S. claimed as resigned from ARTEE and joined their
Association. So in case of 5400 Grade Pay, ARTEE was forced to adopt a similar
stand .
ARTEE is a big tree and even people who tried to destroy it have been getting
benefit of its hard work. It has happened in past also. It can be checked in all the
issues which get solved in last three years. It was ARTEE, who took initiative,
others followed and benefit of our hard work extended to all.
Now, through the letter dated 14.08.17,Hon’ble MIB has asked DG(AIR) to
provide the details of AEs who will be left out after the implementation of 7 CAT
Orders including the CAT orders in cases filed by ARTEE and ADTEA.
Now, we leave it to the moral of the people who left ARTEE. Now they have to
think what they achieved by joining the new and Never Recognized Association.
Please realize the truth that, It is ARTEE who is fighting Court Cases and bring
results which are beneficial to all.
Think once again that what you achieved by leaving ARTEE ?
How long you can suppress your inner voice ?

Be Honest Towards Yourself and Follow
the Voice of Your Heart

